15 June 2010

CLPs secret plan to slash hundreds of public sector jobs exposed

Chief Minister Paul Henderson said today in estimates the Opposition Leader confirmed that the CLP has a secret plan to slash hundreds of public sector jobs.

The Opposition refusal to be accountable for their questions on notice confirms that the CLPs only solution to manage the economy is to cut jobs and cut services.

“The opposition asked 77 questions on notice which will be used to form the CLP’s secret plan.

The Chief Minister said he was stunned at a series of questions relating the number of sick days taken on average by indigenous staff.

“Not only is it appalling, but it is also inappropriate to answer such a question based on a person’s ethnicity.

“But the CLP don’t want to talk about their secret plan.

“We know they have re-employed Col Fuller the architect of their job cutting policies from the nineties in the Leader of the Opposition’s office.

“The CLP will still not say which jobs they will cut

“How many police will they cut? How many teachers, doctors or nurses?

“What are their job cutting plans?

According to their 2008 Platform “the CLP have allowed for a general reduction in the (Public) Service of 700 positions over three years.”

“The CLP must come clean on their secret plan on to cut jobs and services. “ Mr Henderson said.
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